8:00 PM  CALL TO ORDER

8:05 PM  TO CONSIDER APPROVAL OF AN APPLICATION SUBMITTED TO WIDEN THE STREET AT VASSAR CIRCLE, INSTALL 6 ADA RAMPS AT ALL SIDEWALK INTERSECTION AROUND THE CIRCLE, AND NEW CURBS.

8:10 PM  TO CONSIDER APPROVAL OF AN APPLICATION SUBMITTED TO CONSTRUCT A NEW HOME AT 4 VASSAR CIRCLE

8:20 PM  ACTION ON MARCH 11, 2019 COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES

8:25 PM  MANAGER’S REPORT

8:30 PM  FINANCIAL REPORT

8:40 PM  INTRODUCE - TOWN RESOLUTION 19-02 – TO APPROVE LEVYING A TAX ON CERTAIN REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR FY 2020. Discussion and Action

8:45 PM  INTRODUCE - TOWN ORDINANCE 19-02 – TO ADOPT A BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 2019 – JUNE 30, 2020 (FY 20) Discussion and Action

8:50 PM  BUILDING UPDATES & OTHER PERMITS:

1. 30 Wellesley – WSSC permit was issued to renew a galvanized water service.
2. 30 Wellesley - WSSC provided Town notice that a Japanese Maple tree needed to be removed to complete the galvanized water service being done. They will replace the tree once they have completed the pipe work.

8:55 PM  DISCUSSION CONTRACT FOR AUDIT SERVICES
9:00 PM  DISCUSSION CONTRACT FOR REFINISHING WOOD FLOORS AND CLEANING LINOLEUM FLOORS AT TOWN HALL

9:05 PM  APPROVE $2,000 DONATION TO GEPPAC

9:10 PM  DISCUSSION ON PROPOSAL FROM HUGHES LANDSCAPING FOR CLEAN UP AND DRAINAGE WORK ON TROLLEY RIGHT-OF-WAY – SECTION BETWEEN CORNELL AVENUE AND BRYN MAWR AVENUE

9:15 PM  APPROVE RESOLUTION 19-03 – SUNTRUST DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AUTHORIZATION – MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT.

9:20 PM  APPROVE RESOLUTION 19-04 – SUNTRUST DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AUTHORIZATION – CHECKING ACCOUNT.

9:25 PM  OTHER BUSINESS

9:30 PM  ADJOURNMENT